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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Spring has arrived and the sense of hope
and rebirth feel more profound this year.
Unearthing ourselves from the confines of
a global pandemic on top of a catastrophic
winter storm has been nothing short of
trying.

But here we are. We have arrived in the
company of Texas wildflowers, songbirds
perfectly in tune and the warmth of the sun.
As the world slowly unfurls as the
awakening flora I hope everyone continues
to help one another as we are still feeling
the effects of the last 12 months.
I challenge everyone who is reading this to
make today a “pay-it-forward” day. Check
in on a neighbor, send someone a song,
buy a cup of coffee for the person behind
you, tip your bartenders just a little extra. We have all fought battles so let’s
take care of one another to ensure we can make it to the other side of this
together.
I am hopeful for what the next few months will bring; more opportunities to
join in one another’s company, to laugh, to sing, to jam, to be bluegrass!
It’s going to be an incredible moment in time.
Happy pickin’ y’all!
Libby Brennan

GREETING FROM THE NEWSLETTER CHAIR
Greetings everyone and welcome to the
Spring 2021 Newsletter of the Central
Texas Bluegrass Association.
As you will see, although there is a
pandemic and gathering in large groups is
discouraged, there are several areas that
the CTBA is keeping track of, getting
ready for the time when we can again get
together in large friendly numbers and
pick, sing, listen, and dance.
Some of the notable bluegrass venues
have started presenting live bluegrass in
settings that are highly controlled and
designed to be as risk averse as possible.
This would include the Monday Bluegrass shows at Radio Coffee & Beer
and the Grassmen on Thursday evenings at St. Elmo Brewing
Company. Old Settlers is planning their Festival for the third week of
October. And The Bluegrass Heritage Foundation will host the Texas
State Championships April 23rd & 24th at the Bluegrass Heritage
Festival in Dallas, TX! The Festival will feature Byron Berline and the
Lonesome River Band as their headliners.

These events are not listed on the CTBA events and jams listings on our
website. We are currently not listing bluegrass events, and are waiting until
we have a consensus that it is safe to have large groups of people mingling.
Hopefully that will be soon. There are virtual gatherings of banjo and
mandolin players, live streams of band concerts, and small jams starting up
in private homes. Hang on folks, bluegrass never left, but it will be back
stronger that ever. This we know.
I'd like to wish all our members and readers a happy and prosperous spring,
a stunningly beautiful season in central Texas. Keep the faith and keep on
picking.
Mike McKinley

NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING
Now that we've retooled and
relaunched the CTBA Newsletter
for 2021, we are ready to offer
space for advertising! As the
newsletter is now digital and
formatted for screens, we are
offering advertising space by the
full-column or half-column.
• Full-column-width ads: $30/quarterly issue
• Half-column-width ads: $15/quarterly issue
We are extraordinarily proud to represent the Bluegrass community in
Central Texas. Our newsletter is a wonderful opportunity for you to get the
word out about your business or event to a highly-targeted self-selecting
market. If you are interested in advertising, please reach out to us at
ctba@centraltexasbluegrass.org.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: RICHARD SOMERS
By Mike McKinley
Richard Somers is a familiar friendly
face at Eddie Collins's 2nd
Thursday Bluegrass Jam at the New
World Deli. The son of a Pan Am
captain and a music-loving mother,
Richard was raised in Palo Alto, CA.
On one of his father’s many trips, he
purchased Richard a guitar in
Japan. Later, Richard was
introduced to the music of
Mississippi John Hurt and spent the

next several years finger-picking the
guitar.
Richard met David Grisman after
seeing him play a set with Vassar
Clemens at Stanford University’s
KZOO Radio. Richard ran into
David again the next week at a
music store and asked David
Grisman for mandolin lessons.
David asked Richard to write a tune
for his next lesson, and Richard
came up with
“Ricochete.” Ricochete ended up
being on the DGQ’s first record.
David Grisman and Richard remain
friends to this day. Richard also
joined Jump In The Saddle, a Bay Area 7-piece group that toured
nationally.
When Richard moved to Austin in 1992, he asked around at music stores to
find some like-minded pickers. That’s how he met his second mandolin
teacher, Paul Glasse. Richard also joined the Austin Mandolin Orchestra.
Richard plays a 1978 Monteleone mandolin and has recently acquired a
custom made Ellis F-Artist mandolin with the Pan Am logo inlaid on the
head to memorialize his dad. He also has a Gilchrist A-Model.
Richard supports the CTBA. Won’t you join him in supporting bluegrass
music in our community? You can join the CTBA as an individual, family,
band or business. Visit the membership page of
CentralTexasBluegrass.org to see all the benefits and join today!

TX STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS IN APRIL
By Lucas White
The Bluegrass Heritage Foundation will host
the Texas State Championships April 23rd &
24th at the Bluegrass Heritage Festival in
Dallas, TX! The best mandolin, guitar, and
banjo players from all over the state will strut
their stuff in pursuit of the coveted Texas State
Championship and earn the right to
represent Texas at the National
Championships held in Winfield, Kansas at
the Walnut Valley Festival in the fall. With the
cancellation of the 2020 Texas State
Championships, the 2021 Championships are sure to be great! Make your
plans today to enjoy a weekend of Bluegrass music! More information can
be found at: BluegrassHeritage.org/Texas-State-Championships.

9TH CENTRAL TX FIVE-STRING MEETUP
By Jon Lundbom
The ninth Central Texas Five-String Meetup took place
on Sunday, February 28th! Founded by Alan Munde
and Chuck Middleton, the CTFSM is a quarterly gettogether, a chance to hang out with our fellow banjo
pickers in and around Austin. The past two meetups have
moved virtual - so no jamming and less interaction,
unfortunately - and have featured talks on a variety of
banjo-related topics. This meetup had nineteen attendees
and four presenters. Jon Lundbom (that's me!)
presented "Approaches to Developing Arrangements of
Fiddle Tunes;" Richie Mintz talked about and
demonstrated the radically new "Antelope" electric banjo;
Eddie Collins discussed the "banjo bounce;" and Alan
Munde taught the Bill Emerson classic, "Sweet Dixie"
(famously recorded with Jimmy Martin). We also took
some time to go "around the horn" and share what we've
all been up to and working on during the pandemic. And we were especially
excited to welcome a few - gasp! - mandolin players, too, who were
"auditing" our meetup in hopes of replicating it for their community (more on
that below...). All in all, I can think of no finer way to spend a Sunday
afternoon. If you are interested in getting involved with the next CTFSM,
email the CTBA at ctba@centraltexasbluegrass.org and we'll put you in
touch.

THE INAUGURAL AUSTIN MANDOLIN
PLAYERS FORUM
By Chip Bach
The first Austin Mando
Players Forum (AMP) was
held via Zoom on Sunday,
March 29. Formed by Chip
Bach, Thomas Chapmond,
and Billy Bright, AMP
focuses on the enjoyment of
the mandolin family of
instruments. About 18
mandolin enthusiasts joined
in. During this session, Tom Ellis discussed mandolin setup, and gave a
tour of his shop. I especially enjoyed hearing about Tom’s entry into
building, and the discussion about his 1925 Gibson F-5 Fern
(unsigned). Billy Bright discussed some of his influences, and shared his

thoughts on, and demonstrated different approaches to mandolin rhythm
playing. Chip Bach discussed mandolin harmony building centered around
the tune "Chinquapin Hunting." Attendees actively participated through
many great questions asked during each presentation.
The Zoom platform worked quite well for this type of forum. Future plans
(and hopes) include migration to a hybrid meeting with both limited face-toface plus a virtual presence. Members are encouraged (but not required) to
prepare 15-30 minute topics to present to the group as they are
comfortable.
The session was recorded and may be watched here.
It was a fun afternoon discussing one of my favorite subjects! If you have an
interest in joining this group, contact the CTBA at
ctba@centraltexasbluegrass.org to be put in touch with the organizers or
direct message Chip Bach on Facebook Messenger.

FIDDLER'S GREEN COMES TO LOCKHART
By Mike McKinley
Last week I went down to Lockhart to see the new location of beloved music
store, Fiddler’s Green. I crossed the town square with its stately courthouse
and walked down the street to 107 North Main. The entrance to Fiddler’s
Green is located next to Loop and Lil’s Pizza. Behind the counter is new
owner Ben Hodges. Ben had been the manager of Fiddler’s Green since the
store moved to Austin in 2008 from Memphis.
Ben purchased the store shortly before the Covid shutdown forced all
businesses to close, including the original Fiddler's Green in Austin. When it
was safe to open back up, Ben had found his new location in Lockhart
where he and his family live. A bit of remodeling and the new store opened
in late summer. Fiddler’s Green has acoustic folk and bluegrass instruments
and accessories such as strings, capos, cases, straps, tuners, instruction
books, etc. In the back of the store is a repair bench where Ben does setups
and repairs. Lessons are available through the store also. Add to this the
fact that Ben has been helping Austin Acoustic musicians with their needs
for 12 years, he is very helpful and knowledgeable.

The atmosphere is very welcoming and open. Looking around the store you
can see displays of banjos, guitars, harps, ukuleles, mandolins, dobros and
basses, and there are lots of vintage and used instruments that are very
interesting. No problem picking one up and noodling around with it, there
are plenty of chairs to use throughout the store. I was attracted to a 1923
Gibson A-3 mandolin that held my attention for some time.
You can still visit the Fiddler’s Green online at
FiddlersGreenMusicShop.com. But I recommend a short trip down
highway 183 to Lockhart to see the great new store. Congratulations to Ben
and to Lockhart!

BUSINESS MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:
NOMADIC BEERWORKS
by Libby Brennan
Nomadic Beerworks is nestled in an industrial park in South Austin, TX. Built
on a dream (and a beer or two) by brothers Dan and Bryce Tyranski, the
unassuming brewery is filled with wanderlust, community and eco-conscious
practices.
From a day of surfing on the Cali coast to crushing a kolsch in Bavaria, each
beer has a story built on adventure. While wanderlust seems to be even
more prevalent these days, the beers are the pinnacle of a great travel story
or at least the beginning of one.
Alongside the friendly and knowledgeable staff, you will most likely always
see Dan and Bryce on site. It is a venue that truly embodies a sense of
community, a place where everyone knows your name and if not at least
welcomes you as if they do. The walls are crafted with the stories of a
community coming together through the good times and hard times.
Nomadic set the bar high in its eco-friendly practices when they began their
beer carrier recycling program last year. Instead of throwing our the four and
six pack carriers, bring it to Nomadic to be sanitized and reused. They use
biodegradable packaging as well as supporting local organizations such as
The Trail Foundation.
In the almost two years since opening, Nomadic Beerworks has truly stood
out in so many ways from the delicious assortment of panini, the beer and
overall experience one has when visiting. The CTBA is grateful for their
support, hosting our Annual Meeting (safely and with limited seating) last

November. We look forward to being able to collaborate with them again in
the future. In the meantime, stop by for an air five and a South Swell Juicy
IPA if you are ever in the area.
Please note that Nomadic is still enforcing strict safety protocols with diligent
cleaning practices and mask enforcement while not seated at a table.
Please be considerate of these measures, and don’t forget to tip your
bartenders!
Nomadic Beerworks
3804 Woodbury Austin, TX 78704
Sun-Wed 12-8PM, Thur- Sat 12-10PM
www.NomadicBeerworks.com

DON'T MISS IT:
HVBA ON BLUEGRASS/OLD TIME/CELTIC
Here’s a wonderful article from our friends
at the Hudson Valley Bluegrass
Association on the differences between
Bluegrass, Old Time, and Celtic. Thanks,
HVBA!
https://www.hvbluegrass.org/old/articles/news/836-the-difference-betweenbluegrass-old-time-and-celtic-bands-now-finally-explained.html

Time to celebrate the great stories that have been passed down through the
years and preserved in our heritage... Especially the morbid and shocking
stories. Welcome to...

MIKE'S CHAMBER OF BLUEGRASS
HORRORS
In this issue, we continue to indulge in the darker and sadder side of
Bluegrass Music. This time around, we have for your enjoyment (!) a nice
song that takes place in the throes of a pandemic. The song is “Row Us
Over the Tide”, a dirge-like tune of 2 orphans listing through their misery
and asking the boatman to row them over the tide- presumably to heaven to
be with their fallen parents. It is said to have the 1887 Yellow Fever
epidemic that swept up the Mississippi from New Orleans to Saint Louis as
the setting. Without further ado, let’s take a stroll down by the river Styx.
Two little children went strolling one day
Down by the lone riverside
Ventured up to the boatman to say
Please row us over the tide
Row us over the tide,

Row us over the tide
Poppa and Momma have gone on before
Please row us over the tide
Momma told poor little Charley one day
Jesus would come for her child
We are so tired and hungry and cold
Please row us over the tide
Row us over the tide,
Row us over the tide
Poppa and Momma have gone on before
Please row us over the tide
Poppa and Momma and sister are gone
Please row us over the tide
We are so tired of waiting so long
Please row us over the tide
Row us over the tide,
Row us over the tide
Poppa and Momma have gone on before
Please row us over the tide
Two little faces no more we will see
Sweetly they sleep side by side
Jesus so full of compassion and love
Rowed them over the tide
Rowed them over the tide
Rowed them over the tide
Took them to Heaven with loved ones to dwell
He rowed them over the tide
Sing along with the Blue Sky Boys here.

CTBA MERCH
Just a friendly reminder to swing on over to
CentralTexasBluegrass.org/Store and pick up a CTBA t-shirt, hat,
bandana, sticker, or pick case. Be like these very good boys and girls and
show your CTBA pride!
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